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Abstract

used methods of relaxation[l]. Another characteristic of the algorithm compared. This distinguishes
the algorithms approach to image matching is that
it takes a more “committed” approach to the set of
potential match hypotheses, i.e., for n features being matched the algorithm entertains O(n) match hypotheses, as opposed to the O ( n 2 )typical for relaxation approaches.
The underlying mechanism of the algorithm is to
decompose the initial correlational measures (used to
assign match likelihoods) into discrete match hypotheses. (Again, the contrast with relaxation is that the
correlational measure is not simply treated as an initial probability measure that will be altered via the relaxation process.) The consistency method is based on
monitoring the extent to which the match hypotheses
obey a basic symmetry relation. If from the “perspective” of the current match other matches look likely
then, when those other matches occur, they should
reciprocate their view of the current match. Thus, if
“I” am a match occurring at some time step and “believe” that other matches will occur at later time steps
then, those later matches should reciprocate their “belief” that “I” am a match. By tabulating these symmetry relations in a derived grsph and matrix structure, the consistency methodology is able to identify
regions that are in violation of symmetry, diagnose
as to cause and correct the inconsistencies. This is
accomplished by applying various algorithms to the
matrix and graph data structures that detect the failure of thresholds and various heuristics employed in
the earlier stages of the algorithm.
The methodology for achieving high accuracy image comparison will be explained on sample data of
images produced from 2-D electrophoretic gels of proteins, which are being used in the detection of mutations. Mutations are of particular interest because

An image comparison algorithm employing a new
notion of match consistency has been developed for
the application of mutation detection on images of
two-dimensional electrophoretic gels. The application
requires a very high degree of accuracy in image comparison due to the rareness of mutation. The image
comparison algorithm achieves high accuracy through
monitoring, isolating and diagnosing inconsistencies in
the matching process. The methodology is based on
algorithms for monitoring symmetry relations between
match hypothesis made during the course of processing.
Algorithms are given which explore violations of the
basic symmetry relation. Diagnostic procedures partition symmetry violations into classes that are identified with the failure of certain essential heuristics
within the comparison algorithm. This methodology
provides the basis for understanding and overcoming
the limitations of these heuristics in order to achieve
higher accuracy.

1

Introduction

This paper will consider an algorithm that actively makes inferences about the locations of similarities and differences in image comparison and then
attempts to bring these inferences into a consistent
framework. The consistency framework allows for the
algorithm’s results to be monitored and analyzed to
achieve higher accuracy by correcting match (or nonmatch) decisions. A characteristic of the algorithm is
that it inherently segments problematic regions of the
images being compared. This distinguishes the algorithm’s approach to image matching from the widely
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they are rare and thus increase the requirement for
ever higher degrees of accuracy in the detection of image matches and non-matches.
The next section will describe the 2-D gel images
and summarize the basic comparison algorithm. The
basic comparison algorithm operates at an accuracy of
about 90%. It provides the input to the consistency
framework whose purpose is to isolate and repair the
10% of errors. Section 3 will present the consistency
framework and results from the analysis of the framework as applied to the 2-D gel comparison problem.

2

The Basic Comparison Algorithm

Two-dimensional electrophoretic gels (2-D gels) are
made by inducing the proteins in some object of biological interest to migrate in two-dimensions on a polyacrylamide gel. The proteins are sorted in the vertical
dimension according t o their molecular weight and in
the horizontal dimension according to their PH. A digitized image of a 2-D gels looks like a pattern of spots
(see Figure l ) , where each spot represents a protein
characterized by a molecular weight (vertical coordinate) and PH (horizontal coordinate). The size of a
spot indicates the amount of protein. Because of the
large number of proteins visualized on a typical 2-D gel
(on the order of a thousand per gel), the 2-D gel technology represents a significant advance in our ability
to measure bio-medical phenomena.
The operation of comparing images of 2-D gels is
fundamental to the advancement of this technology.
There is a special requirement for high accuracy in
experimental designs where rare or small differences
between gels must be detected. In the detection of
mutation the problem is to detect new protein spots
between experimental samples and controls. The basic algorithm for comparing 2-D gels has been applied
to the detection of mutations[3, 4, 61. This section will
review the basic algorithm as applied to 2-D gels in order to provide the groundwork for a description in the
next section of the new methodology [7] for isolating
and diagnosing inconsistencies in image matching.
Before the 2-D gels images can be compared, both
the locations and sizes of the spots on each gel image
must be determined. Morphological algorithms have
been used to perform this “low-level” processing of
the gel images [5]. As in most low-level algorithms,
a threshold operation is performed to distinguish the
objects of interest from those objects judged to be
insignificant. Associated with each possible spot location is a measure of the size of the spot. If the size
measure is above some empirically chosen threshold

Figure 1: A digitized image of a two-dimensional electrophoretic gel of proteins.
then the spot is considered to be in the set of spots
t o be matched by the comparison algorithm. On the
other hand, if the spot falls below-threshold then it
is not considered as a spot to be matched - at least
initially.
The first step in comparing the 2-D gel data is to
determine the neighbors of each spot. The neighbors
provide the edge relationship of the graph structure
used in the matching algorithm. We have used the K t h
Order Gabriel Graph as the basis for the neighborhood
structure [2].
In the next step, the comparison algorithm determines a set of initial matches between the gel images, based on the neighborhoods. A test on a pair
of spots, one from each gel, is performed by taking
a cross-correlational measure (match score). As illustrated in Figure 2, potential matching spots are
centered a t a common origin, and the degree of clustering in the relative positions of the neighbors of the
match candidates is determined by a cross-correlation
measure. The relative locations of neighboring spots
from the two gels are circled on Figure 2 when they
“cluster” according to the cross-correlational measure.
A positional noise function, applied to nearest neighbors from different gels, determines each cluster in
terms of the maximal allowable positional variation
in each cluster as a function of the clusters distance
from the origin. Note on the bottom right of Figure
2 two neighboring spots that failed to cluster according to the positional noise function. The number of
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behind making these “matches” is that they are hypotheses in the sense that they represent local spatial proximities contributing to the match score, but
if the spatial proximity is not accidental, then later
on these “match” decisions should become match decisions; hence, the quotes denote a certain tentativeness.

1

Generally, the set of “matches” in a matching pair,
will not contain all the possible “matches”. Two reasons for this is that l . spots that are above threshold on one gel may have a corresponding spot on
another gel that fell below threshold, and 2. there
may be genuine differences between the gel images, in
which case there may be no spot to participate in a
match. To understand how the comparison algorithm
handles these situations, reconsider Figure 2. While
the initial determination that the match candidates
constituted a match depended upon the circled cluster of neighboring spots (“matches”), there remains
in the cross-correlation map information about differences in the neighborhood. For example, in Figure
2 there is an isolated neighboring spot from graph 1
that formed no cluster. In order to determine whether
such non-correspondences are real or not (reflect variations about a threshold or not) the image comparison
algorithm searches the original image data for belowthreshold spots that would reconcile the differences.
Note that a heuristic has been applied which limits
this below threshold search process to those isolated
neighbors that are nearest neighbors of the match
pairs. The heuristic embodies the fact that positional
distortion increases with distance from the origin. As
in the case with match score thresholds, this heuristic
can sometimes cause errors, which in turn are meant
to be detected by the consistency methodology discussed in the next section. There are two possible
outcomes of a search for missing spots. One is that a
below threshold spot is found, in which case the newly
found spot can be added to the set of spots participating in the match procedure. The second possibility is
that no below-threshold spot is found, in which case
the comparison algorithm creates a “virtual” spot in
its place. A virtual acts as a marker of differences
between gels. The newly added spots can then participate in the matching process and can be considered
as “match” hypotheses for further testing.

2

Figure 2: A cross-correlation “map” indicating the relative positions of neighboring spots from two images
(1 and 2) with respect to two spots centered at a common origin. The circled neighbors are considered to
“match” and contribute to the correlational measure
of the pair in the center. The non-circled neighbors
may be used for the possible creation of virtual spots
(or nodes).
clusters determines the candidates Match Score. If
the match score is above some (empirically chosen)
threshold, then the match candidates are considered
to be Match hypothesis, and are entered into the
set of initial matches. A superposition of two noncorresponding nodes will presumably result in a random pattern and a low correlation measure. Note that
the application of a positional noise function and the
threshold on the match score introduces uncertainty
in the match decisions; the methodology for detecting
and correcting inconsistencies attempts to identify circumstances when such thresholds introduce errors.
This algorithm takes a more “committedn approach
to determining and extending a set of matches. That
is, an initial matching pair (seed match) is found by
testing pairwise, spots from a small region on each gel.
The seed match is chosen as the pair with the highest
measure, and placed in the initial set. Pairs in the
initial set propagate new match decisions by proposing new candidate match pairs from their neighborhoods and queueing them for testing. The neighbors
that cluster by a matched pair are considered match
candidates (if the have not previously been tested)
or “matches” (read quote matches). The intuition

The process of queueing candidate match pairs
(based on “matches”) proceeds in a breadth-first
search through the Gabriel graph until no new spots
are visited. As the process proceeds, portions of the
tree defined by the breadth-first search can continue to
grow or die out. During this part of the algorithm, our
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“committed” approach does not allow spots in a candidate pair that failed, to be reconsidered for matches
with other spots. Also, spots in a candidate pair
accepted as a match, cannot be retested with other
spots to find “better” matches. Therefore, the initial
set of matches contains some incorrect match pairs
and “matches”, and does not contain some spots and
their matches at all. This “committed” approach reduces the effect of these incorrect matches, since their
branch of the tree will quickly die out as a result of
propagating incorrect “matches”. Empirically we have
found that this more “committed” approach results in
about 90% accuracy in comparison. Additionally, a
key computational advantage of this approach is only
O ( n ) match pairs will be considered - as opposed to
the O ( n 2 )pairs in relaxation based approaches.
The next section discusses a new graph and matrix structure created from this initial set of matches
and the “match” relationship, and describes how this
graph, matrix and the algorithms that operate on
them, embody a new notion of consistency, which is
applied to identify and correct the remaining 10% of
errors.

3
3.1

Figure 3: A portion of the “Match”/Match Graph
taken from data given in Figures 4 - 6. An edge from
node A to node B indicates that the spot pair in node
B was “matched” (clustered) in the cross-correlational
map of the spot pair in node A. Consistency is defined
by reciprocating edges, A to B and B to A.

Consistency Methodology
and pairs with no out edges are non-matching pairs,
even though they may have “matched.”
Consistency is based on maintaining a symmetric
relationship between nodes in the “m”/m graph. A
pair is consistent with the current set of matches when
all of the nodes adjacent to it have an edge coming
back from it. For example, returning to Figure 3,
(668,701) is consistent with (654,681), and (595,563)
but not with (766,803), or (663,695). This symmetry
requirement is derived from the following idea: earlier
matches are based on “matches” (spatial correlation in
the neighborhoods), which in turn should eventually
become matches that reconfirm the earlier matches.
If match ( i j ) occurs based (in part) on “match” (i’j’)
then at some latter point in the comparison process
match (i’j’) should occur based on “match” (ij). Isolating and diagnosing inconsistencies involves a systematic exploration of violations in the symmetry of
“m”/m relations.
The method for exploring violations in symmetry
begins by tabulating the counts of in and out edges for
each node in the “m”/m graph in a “m”/m matrix (a
sparse matrix which is implemented with linked lists).
Each entry in the matrix contains two counts: the
match score, which is the number of out edges, and the
“match” score, which is the number of edges going in

Detection

As the basic comparison algorithm runs, a
“match/match (“m”/m) graph and matrix are created. The “m”/m graph is intended to approximate
the union of the two original Gabriel Graphs, where
virtual nodes have been created to account for missing
nodes, and nodes in this graph have similar edge relationships as in the Gabriel Graphs. The nodes in this
graph are labeled by pairs of spots ( i j ) where node ( i j )
is entered into the graph if node i and node j from the
original Gabriel graphs were determined by the basic
algorithm to match or “match”. Note that if ( i j ) is
involved in both a match and “match” only one node
is created, with the distinction between match and
“match” embodied in the graph edges. The edges are
directed edges, and are defined by the “match” relationship. For example, in Figure 3, the matched pair
(668,701) in the center “matched” the following pairs
in its surrounding neighborhood, (654,681), (553,583),
(560,590), (595,563), (766,803), (667,692),(666,698)
and (663,695). Some of these pairs are matches that
reciprocate this relationship, for example, the pairs
(654,681), and (595,563) have edges back to (668,701).
Note that only matched pairs have edges going out,
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to the node. The following two conditions characterize
consistent symmetry between matches and “matches”
in the matrix representation:
1. if the match score and “match” score
of the i j t h entry of the matrix are equal in
value, and
2. if no other row or column coming out of i
or j contains a non-zero “match” score.

Figure 4 contains a part of the matrix with
both consistent and inconsistent entries. The match
(660,668) is consistent according to the above criteria.
The remaining matrix region represents a “coherent”
set of inconsistencies in the sense that inconsistent regions are connected by non-zero row and column entries comprising small submatrices of related inconsistencies. Figures 5 and 6 provide the original gel data
of the neighborhood region near the inconsistencies involving spots 766 and 803, which will be discussed in
detail below. The vast majority of matches produce
consistent patterns and the regions of related inconsistent rows and columns tend to be relatively infrequent and unconnected, hence limiting the scope of
search through the matrix. In particular, there were
115 inconsistent submatrices involving 186 out of 1331
spots after the basic comparison algorithm was applied
to the gels studied in this paper.
After locating the inconsistencies on the “m”/m
matrix, the exploration of the “m”/m graph continues,
with diagnosis and correction of the inconsistencies as
the next step. The motivation for this diagnosis and
correction algorithm can be understood by examining
the patterns and classes of inconsistencies generated
in the basic comparison algorithm. The diagnosis algorithm determines the pattern of an inconsistency,
caused by a failure of some heuristic in the basic comparison algorithm, which then defines the corrective
action t o be taken.
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Diagnosis and Correction

One class of patterns involve minor inconsistencies resulting from differences in the neighborhoods of
matching spots. A basic pattern, called a border effect, occurs when a match is not in the neighborhood
of all the neighbors of both pairs. Matching nodes may
not have exactly the same pattern of neighbors at the
boundary of their neighborhoods since variations on
each gel cause nodes to meet the Gabriel graph edge
criteria on one gel, and not on the other. In Figure 7,
this can be found in the upper right quadrant: node li
matches node 2i but 2i is outside the neighborhood of
2, so in the match ( l a ,2,), l i is “matched” with 2j.
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Figure 5: Gel image containing part of the inconsistent
region near spot 776 from one gel.
Figure 6: Gel image containing part of the inconsistent
region near spot 803 from other gel.

a submatrix, with a row or column containing more
than one “match” entry, but with the entry of the
correct match receiving the most support (“match”
score) from its surrounding matches.
The diagnosis and correction algorithm is designed
to work in three passes executed sequentially (see Figure s),with each pass correcting a different type of error. The more severe errors involving mismatches and
blocked matches are corrected first. The second pass
assumes all matches have been created correctly between pairs of above threshold spots, and determines
when to search for below threshold spots or create virtuals. In the third (and last) pass, any minor inconsistencies are corrected, e.g., the simple border effects
or shift patterns. Because many patterns may exist in
a single submatrix, each pass of the algorithm is applied to a single row or column at a time. To ensure
that this very local approach to diagnosis and correction maintains or increases the overall consistency
of the results, the requirement of symmetry between
pairs of matching nodes is embedded in each pass of
the algorithm, i.e., any change contemplated must not
decrease the symmetric consistency.
As the algorithm proceeds, the “m”/m graph and
matrix are continuously updated with any newly created matches or nodes. The end results should be
a totally consistent matrix with exactly one entry in
each row or column. Note that a totally consistent
matrix is in fact achieved when the diagnosis and correction algorithm is applied to the gels studied in this

paper. The remainder of this section examines the diagnosis and correction algorithm as it is applied to a
section of actual gel data. We will consider the steps
that altered the initial submatrix from Figure 4.
The inconsistent submatrix of Figure 4 contains
an example of many of the patterns of inconsistencies described above. Notice the entries (766,1364)
and (669,803) are matches, with low “match” scores
(meaning very few other matches viewed them as
“matches”), and there is a “match” entry for (766,803)
with a high score. The correct match should have
been (766,803). The error in the basic algorithm occurs when the “match”(669,803) is queued, and then
becomes a match as a result of enough correlation in
its neighborhood. In turn, 766 becomes an isolated
spot with respect to the match of (669,803), which results in the incorrect creation of virtual node 1364. In
addition, row 667 is one example of a blocked match
pattern, and the other inconsistent “match” entries
are shift and border effects.
Pass 1 of the consistency algorithm begins in this
region by modifying row 667. The best match for
the row is determined to be between 667 and 692 by
comparing the cross-correlational measure for pairs
667,692 and 667,701. There is no match in the column of 692, and the match 667,692 is recorded. Later
passes will correct the “match” of 667 and 701. The
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PASS 1

(mismatches and blocked matches)

for each row with more than one ‘match’ entry
for all “match”entries in the row
determine above threshold matches
determlne best match
i.e. pair with the highest symmetry measure
remove any conflicting matches in same row or column
PASS 7

(below-threshold and virtuals)

for each row or column with no match
determine nearest nelghbor
search based on nearest neighbor
If a node is found
try me match
If a node is not found
create virtual to match
PASS 3

(shifts, border effects, and simple thresholds)

for each row with more than one “match”entry
determlne from the “m”/m graph the match
contributing to the ‘match’
check If node of this row and its match are In
the neighborhood
add If mlssln from the neighborhood and
reconstructkth matches
check nearest neighbor heurlstlc failing

Figure 7: Neighborhood illustrating simple inconsistencies. Indicating basic patterns of noise creating 1.
variations at the boundary of neighborhoods, border
effect (subscripted by i and j), 2. shift effects (subscripted by x and y) and 3. complete failure to cluster
(subscripted by 2).

override nearest nelghbor heuristic

Figure 8: Diagnosis and Correction Algorithm. Note
that all actions taken are required to not degrade the
“match”/match symmetry relation. The classes of errors addressed by each pass are indicated in parentheses.

row 669 is unchanged when analyzed by the first pass,
since 669,803 is determined to be the best match for
this row, out of the “match” entries in this row. The
inconsistency in this row is corrected in the second
pass, when spot 702 is raised above-threshold to match
with 669. The row 766 is modified next. Here, the
cross-correlational measure determines that 766 and
803 is an acceptable match along with the current
match for this row. Since this pair also conflicts with
the match 669,803 in the same column, its consistency
must also be compared with 669,803. By examining
the amount of symmetry in all matches, 766,803 is
determined to be the best match for the column 803
and the row 766, and this match is recorded. The
two conflicting matches, 766,1364 and 668,803 are removed. Virtual node 1364 is no longer needed and
it is also removed from the data structures. Figure 9
shows the matrix after the above changes from pass 1.
Pass 2 of the algorithm assumes all matches have
been found between pairs of above threshold spots
and have been determined correctly. This pass then
searches for below threshold spots, and creates virtuals
when necessary. In this region, below threshold spots
are found and matched with rows 663 and 669. The
remaining “match” entries are shifts or border effects
that are corrected in Pass 3 of the algorithm and this

region in the matrix then becomes completely consistent.
This example demonstrates the data structures and
algorithms that are used in applying the consistency
methodology to isolating, diagnosing and correcting
inconsistent match decisions of the basic algorithm described in the previous section. In summary, diagnosis
is achieved by using the matrix to identify related inconsistencies and exploring the graph structures to determine the causes of the inconsistency. Consistency
is improved by measuring the consistent symmetry of
matches to determine when corrections are necessary.

4

Conclusion

A new “m”/m method for detecting inconsistencies
in image matching has been described. It has been
applied to the problem of detecting differences in protein spots on 2-D Electrophoretic gels, with regard to
the biomedical application of detecting rarely occurring image differences due to mutations. The appli-
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“match”/match data structures can be identified with
certain essential heuristics within the comparison algorithm. Each diagnostic procedure can be considered
an “anti-heuristic” in that it tracks down failures of its
corresponding heuristic.

5
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